	
  

“You can never complain when you start a racing season with a win…”
Alex Lynn – GP2 Barcelona review
London, May 16, 2016. You can never complain when you start a racing
season with a win. So it’s great to have won the Barcelona GP2 Series sprint
race supporting the Spanish Grand Prix, especially as things didn’t go our way
in the feature race.
My DAMS car felt really together right from free practice on Friday. I was
really happy, and the car felt exactly as we’d left it in pre-season testing. It
meant I was in second place, just a tenth off Pierre Gasly, but to be honest I
knew there was more time in the car at that particular point.
But then in qualifying it was a little bit of a disappointment. The weather was
very strange – it had started to rain a little bit and that sent everyone into
panic mode, including myself, because everyone had to push straight away in
case the track got wet. Also, the car set-up didn’t translate from the prime
tyres to the option tyres, which is unusual for DAMS. Maybe we got some
calculations wrong, but it was a scrappy session, with the car feeling nervous
in high-speed corners. That was a surprise considering how it had felt in free
practice, so with all that in mind to finish up third on the grid was not too bad.
I made quite a good start, but I think to be honest my reaction wasn’t the
sharpest because I was concentrating so much on getting a clean launch.
Sergey Sirotkin passed me and so did my team-mate Nicholas Latifi, although
I got Nick straight back on the exit of Turn 3.
We had a very early virtual safety car, which was followed by a full safety car,
and then after the race went green as soon as the pit window opened we
pitted to get off the softer option tyres and onto the primes. We lost about five
seconds in the pit stop, but once I got back on the track things were going OK
– I was running in clean air, my pace was strong and I was a lot faster than
the other guys who were on the same strategy.
I think I saved my tyres really well, but I was short of luck because there was
another safety car with 15 laps to go, so that those who’d started on the prime
tyres basically got their pit stop for free. At that point I was really hoping for a
podium and I definitely think that was on, but instead I finished sixth. Actually I
passed Sergio Canamasas for fifth but the marshal showed the chequered
flag a lap early, so I lost that position on countback.

	
  

	
  

So it wasn’t the dream first race of the season I’d planned in my head for a
few months, but we got some points on the board – although it did now put
the pressure on me for the sprint race, which I was starting from third on the
grid.
I passed Jordan King for second around the outside of Turn 3 on the first lap,
which was nice, and then I just went flat out to push Raffaele Marciello, who
was leading. As soon as the DRS window opened I overtook him straight
away – I wanted to get the move done early so I could run my own pace.
Pierre then got up to second and the remaining 20 laps was a case of playing
cat-and-mouse between us. Every time he closed, I’d pull away. I saved my
tyres well, and it was the complete mirror image of the race I had with Stoffel
Vandoorne at Barcelona last year, which I also won. There was a late safety
car, but I knew I had the tyres left if I needed them, especially as my last lap
before the safety car was my fastest of the last 10 laps.
So I’m happy to get off the line with a strong weekend, and it’s a good way to
start the season. It’s especially great as we’ve got the Monaco GP support
coming up next, but before that I’ve got a real treat: a test with the WilliamsMercedes Formula 1 team at Barcelona on Tuesday. I haven’t driven the F1
car for 12 months so I really can’t wait for that – it’s going to be awesome!
Qualifying: 3rd
Race 1: 6th (started on soft tyres, finished on prime)
Race 2: 1st

Ends
For further information please contact carla@mediaticaworld.com
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

